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I. CHOOSE THE BEST ANSWER    15 X 1= 15 

1. Basic types are collectively called….. 

a) Token   b) identifier  c) C++  d) Constant 

2.  Int a;  a= 10/3. The a value is………….. 

a) 3.33 b) 3 c) error    d) 10.3 

3. ………..is exit check loop 

a) For     b) do..while  c) while   d) if 

4. ………is purely compiler oriented.  

a) Inline    b) scope   c) class   d) function 

5. Memory size of int a[3][4] is…. 

a) 12     b) 3 c) 4      d) 24 

6. In class, function is also called…………. 

a) Method    b) Attributes  c) Both  d) None  

7. Static data members initialed  to ….. 

a) 0 b) 1      c) 2     d) anything 

8. The mechanism  giving special meaning to 

the operator is called……………overloading. 

a) Function  b) Operator   c) Special  d) a & b 

9. When object come into scope ………function 

is execute. 

a)Destructor  b) constructor   c) Both  d) None 

10. …….symbol prefixed in destructor name. 

a) ~  b) @    c) #    d) ( ) 

11. Calss A : private B   which is base class? 

a) A    b) B    c) Both    d) None 

12. The default visibility mode is………….. 

a)Private   b) Protected c) Public   d) class 

13. Only……….operator can be overloaded . 

a)New  b) Existing  c) Both   d) None  

14. ……..operator required 2 operand . 

a)unary   b) binary   c) ternary  d) a & c 

15.  Identifiers is also called………….. 

a) Variable   b) data   c) class  d) constant 

 

II. ANSWER ANY  6 ( QTN 2 IS COMPULSORY )6 x 2 = 12 

 

1. What is object? 

2. What is Conditional operator? 

3. What is control structure? 

4. What is inline function? 

5. Define : strlen ( ) and strcpy ( ) 

6. What is data abstraction ? 

7. List the operators can’t be overloaded ? 

8. What is abstract class? 

9. What is enumeration ? 
 

III. ANSWER ANY  6 ( QTN 2 IS COMPULSORY )6 x 3 = 18 
 

1. What is pointer variable ? 

2. Write a syntax : 1) for     2) while    3) 

do..while   4) switch 

3. Define array of string? 

4. How is function invoked in function 

overloading? 

5. Explain rules for destructors ? 

6. Give advantages of inheritance? 

7. What are the points to be observed while 

defining a derived class? 

8. Write a program to print the following : 

0,5,10,15,20…….100 

 

IV. ANSWER THE FOLLOWING    5 X 5 = 25 

1. Explain switch case with example? 
Or 

  Explain for loop with example? 
2. Explain call by value method? 

Or 
  Explain call by reference method ? 

3. Explain function overloading? 
Or 

  Give rules for operator overloading? 
4. Explain Types of inheritance? 

Or 
  Give the output of the program? 
 

include<iostream.h> 
class sample 
{ 
Private: 
int a, b; 
public: 
sample() 
{ 
a = b = 0; 
cout<<‖\n Constructor of class simple‖; 
} 
~sample() 
{ 
cout<<‖\n Destructor of class simple‖; 
} 
void assigndata() 
{ 
a = 5;  b = 7; 
} 
void putdata() 
{ 
cout<<‖\n The two integers .. ‖ 

<<a<<‘\t‘<<b; 
cout<<‖\n The sum of the variables..‖ 

<< a+b; 
}  }; 
void main() 
{ 
sample s; 
s.assigndata(); 
s.putdata(); 
} 

 
5..   Explain different types of scopes in c++? 
  Or 
Find the errors  of the following prg. 
 
#include<iostream> 
#include<conio.h> 
class  first ( ) 
{   private: 
    int a;b;c; 
     protected; 

  int d; 
     public: 
 void fun( ); 
 { 
    cout>> “ hai “; 
} 
} 
void main [] 
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{ 
first obj; 
obj.a=10; 
obj.fun(); 
} ; 
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